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The notion of cognitive system is widely used in explanations in cognitive
psychology and neuroscience. Traditional approaches define cognitive systems in
an agent-relative way, that is, via top-down functional decomposition that
assumes a cognitive agent as starting point. The extended cognition movement
challenged that approach by questioning the primacy of the notion of cognitive
agent. In response, [Adams, F., and K. Aizawa. 2001. The Bounds of Cognition.
Oxford, UK: Wiley-Blackwell.] suggested that to have a clear understanding of
what a cognitive system is we may need to solve “the demarcation challenge”:
the problem of identifying a reliable way to determine which mechanisms that are
causally responsible for the production of a certain cognitive process constitute a
cognitive system responsible for such process and which ones do not. Recently,
[Rupert, R. 2009. Cognitive Systems and the Extended Mind. Oxford: Oxford
University Press.] offered a solution based on the idea that the mechanisms that
constitute a cognitive system are integrated in a particular sense. In this paper I
critically review Rupert’s solution and argue against it. Additionally, I argue that
a successful account of cognitive system must accommodate the fact that the
neural mechanisms causally responsible for the production of a cognitive process
are diachronically dynamic and yet functionally stable. At the end, I offer a
suggestion as to how to accommodate this diachronic dynamicity without losing
functional stability. I conclude by drawing some implications for the discussion
on cognitive ontologies.
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1. Introduction

The notion of cognitive system is widely used in explanations in cognitive psychology and
neuroscience. Traditionally, this notion has been agent-relative. Specifically, it has been
assumed that any distinct functional component that processes information and that con-
stitutes, and causally contributes to, the operations of a cognitive agent is a cognitive
system (Bermudez 2010). According to this “top-down” approach, a cognitive agent is
decomposable into different cognitive systems. In turn, each of these systems is decom-
posable into computationally more tractable cognitive sub-systems, until eventually the
decomposition bottoms out at the level in which the information processing of the ulti-
mate system is so simple that it cannot be broken further down. The idea that agents
are so decomposable has been defended by philosophers (Dennett 1978; Lycan 1987)
and cognitive scientists (Simon 1969; Marr 1976; Shallice 1988). Indeed, it has been
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suggested that functional decomposition – that is, the process of explaining cognitive fac-
ulties via breaking them down into its component systems – is the psychologists’ preemi-
nent scientific goal (Cummins 2000).

However, arguments from partisans of the extended cognition hypothesis (e.g.,
Clark and Chalmers 1998) have shown that the physical limits of cognitive agents
are questionable, thus providing a shaky foundation for a definition of cognitive
system. Without a clear understanding of where the boundaries of a cognitive agent
are, it is difficult to determine which mechanisms compose it and which do not. As
a result, philosophers are starting to support a different approach to understanding cog-
nitive systems: one that does not take the notion of cognitive agent as basic. In
essence, this “bottom-up” approach consists in finding necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for a certain component to be a constitutive member of a cognitive system
and/or for a set of components to constitute a cognitive system – as opposed to
either a non-cognitive system or a non-system. The quest for finding such necessary
and sufficient conditions has been dubbed “the demarcation challenge” (Rupert
2009; see also Adams and Aizawa 2001): the problem of identifying a reliable way
to determine which of the mechanisms causally responsible for the production of a
cognitive process constitute the cognitive system responsible for such process, and
which ones do not.

A proposal to meet this challenge has been put forth by Rupert (2009, 2010, 2011). He
suggests that cognitive systems are constituted by those mechanisms, capacities, abilities,
external resources, etc. (mechanisms, for short) that differentially contribute to a specific
task and that are integrated. Which mechanisms are integrated into a cognitive system
depends, according to Rupert, on their conditional probability to causally contribute to
the target cognitive task relative to any other causally contributing mechanisms (Rupert
2009). And such conditional probability, Rupert suggests, is likely determined by the rela-
tive frequency with which such mechanism co-contribute to bringing about the relevant
task.

In this paper I argue that Rupert’s notion of integration is inadequate to capture the
nature of cognitive systems. Specifically, I suggest that, at least in is current formu-
lation, it cannot capture the fact that the mechanisms that causally contribute to bring-
ing about a task change over time. I shall argue that a successful account of cognitive
system for cognitive neuroscience needs to be sensitive to the fact that neural mechan-
isms change over time – they exhibit diachronic dynamicity – without necessarily
changing their functional profile – they exhibit functional stability. To that end, in
Section 2, I reconstruct Rupert’s notion of integration. Next, in Section 3, I offer a
thought-experiment to show how one can manipulate the frequency of engagement
of causally responsible mechanisms to end up with precisely the kinds of cognitive
systems Rupert’s notion of integration wanted to exclude. After evaluating some poss-
ible responses on Rupert’s behalf, I introduce, in Section 4, evidence from the cognitive
neuroscience of aging suggesting that the apparently far-fetched structure of the
thought-experiment may actually reflect the crude reality of aging brains. More pre-
cisely, I argue that, as we age, the frequency with which certain brain mechanisms
are involved in bringing about a cognitive task vary in ways that cannot be captured
by Rupert’s notion of integration. This leads me to suggest that if we want to keep
using the notion of cognitive system to refer to mechanisms that underlie stable func-
tional processes, we may need to replace Rupert’s notion of integration. In Section 5 I
suggest a possible strategy for such replacement based upon recent work in network
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neuroscience, before concluding by drawing some implications for cognitive ontolo-
gies, in Section 6.

2. Integration

To meet the demarcation challenge, Rupert (2009) begins by noting that not everything
that has ever causally contributed to bringing about a cognitive task is a proper mech-
anism of the cognitive system for that task and, thus, not every set of mechanisms cau-
sally responsible for bringing about a certain cognitive task constitutes a cognitive
system. For a set of causally responsible mechanisms to constitute a cognitive
system they need to be integrated. Despite the importance of the notion of integration,
however, Rupert only spends a page and a half in spelling it out. In part, I think,
because the gist of it can be succinctly put. In his review of Rupert’s book, for instance,
Klein (2010) summarizes the strategy of determining whether a set of mechanisms is
integrated as a two-step procedure. The first step consists in ranking the set of all
the mechanisms (internal and external) that have ever contributed to bringing about
a cognitive task based upon their frequency of co-occurrence, and finding “a suitable
gap” below which every set is removed. The second step consists in registering the fre-
quency of occurrence of each mechanism in the remaining set and, as before, finding a
“suitable gap, and throw[ing] out all the mechanisms that fall below the gap” (Klein
2010, 254). That’s it. The members of this resultant set are integrated and, thus, con-
stitute a cognitive system.

The devil is in the details, however, and to fully assess the notion of integration it is
important to look at it formally: For any given subject, S, at any given time, tn, there is a
set of mechanisms, Mn ¼ {m1, m2, m3, . . . , mn}, causally contributing to a particular cog-
nitive task, T, brought about by S. Two steps are now required to determine which Mn is S’s
cognitive system for T. First, we list all the Mn that, through time, have brought about T, and
select only those that frequently co-occurred. For example, suppose that, through time, six
different mechanisms {m1, m2, m3, m4, m5, m6} have distinctively causally co-contributed to
T. Thus, our list may look like this:

S′sT , at t1, was brought about by M1 = {m1, m2, m3, m4, m5}

S′tT , at t2, was brought about by M2 = {m1, m2, m3, m6}

S′tT , at t3, was brought about by M3 = {m1, m2, m3, m4}

S′tT , at t4, was brought about by M4 = {m2, m3, m5}

. . .

S′tT , at tm, was brought about by Mm = {m1, m2, m3}.

(1)

Once we have this list, we look at the history of co-contribution of every possible arrange-
ment of mn in each Mn that have brought about T, and we assign a probability for each mn in
bringing about T. In other words, we look at the number of times each possible arrangement
of mn appears in each Mn, and we rank their frequency of appearance as subsets of the Mn on
the list. Notice that the assigned probability for each mn will be conditional to every other
mn, as well as every other subset of mn within each Mn. So, for instance, we may end up with
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a ranked-ordered list of probability assignments that might look like this:

P(m1|m2) = 0.9

P(m1|m3) = 0.8

P(m2|m3, m4) = 0.7

. . . .

P(m4|m2, m3) = 0.4

P(m5|m3, m4, m6) = 0.1.

(2)

The next step is to identify the set of mn which, given the frequency of co-contribution, is
more likely to bring about T. To that end, Rupert suggests that once we have ranked every
probability for every mn in bringing about T given any other mm2n, and every other subset
of mn, we find the set of those mn whose combined probability is above.5 (unless there is
another, more obvious cut off). This identifies the set of mn whose history of co-contribution
in bringing about T is way above chance.1 For instance, in our example, that set could be MT

¼ {m1, m2, m3}. For, let’s say, P(T | MT) ¼ .78 since [(P(m1 | m2), P(m2 | m3), . . . P(m3 |
m1&m2)] ¼ .78. That’s it! MT forms an integrated set, and it can be identified with the cog-
nitive system for T, as opposed to mere ancillary resources used in the process of bringing
about T.

Following Rupert (2009, 2011), we can use this strategy to mark off mechanisms that
may causally contribute to bringing about T at some point, but that should not be considered
proper parts of the cognitive system for T insofar as they are not integral to it – that is, they
are not part of the set of integrated mechanisms that, after following the procedure described
above, are found to reliably bring about T. To illustrate, consider an adapted version of the
fictional characters, Inga and Otto, introduced by Clark and Chalmers (1998) influential
paper on the extended mind. One day, Inga hears about a new exhibition in the MoMA
and decides to go. She thinks for a second and remembers that the museum is on 53rd
St. Let’s assume that, when retrieving this semantic information, she employs the following
neural mechanisms {m1, m2, m3, m6}. Suppose further that we want to know which of these
neural mechanisms constitute the cognitive system for retrieving semantic information –
such as the MoMA’s address – versus those that were merely employed as ancillary
resources in that particular occasion.2 Following Rupert’s strategy, we should first list all
the mechanisms ever involved in retrieving semantic information in accordance with
(1) above. Next, we assign and rank-list the probabilities, as in (2), in order to identify
the set of integrated mechanisms casually responsible for retrieving semantic information.
For simplicity’s sake, let’s say that in the case of Inga such set, MT, is in fact {m1, m2, m3}.
As such, m6, which happened to have been causally involved in retrieving the address of the
MoMA upon Inga’s hearing about the new exhibition, was employed by her brain merely as
a resource, and should not to be considered part of the cognitive system for retrieval of
semantic information.

Now consider Otto. He, too, hears about the new exhibition, and he, too, thinks for a
second where the MoMA is located. Unfortunately, Otto is starting to show signs of Alz-
heimer’s disease, and is having a hard time remembering semantic information. For that
reason, he keeps a notebook with handy facts written down, such as the address of the
MoMA. Thus, if we were to look at the mechanisms engaged by Otto in remembering
that the MoMA is on 53rd St. upon hearing about the new exhibition, we would find,
say, a set comprised by brain regions {m1, m2, m3, m6} plus the notebook, m7. Originally,
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Clark and Chalmers (1998) alluded to a functional parity principle to argue that since “for
Otto, his notebook plays the role usually played by a biological memory”, then it should be
accepted that the notebook, however extra-cranial, was nonetheless part of the cognitive
processing whereby Otto remembered the MoMA’s address. Should we go the extra
mile, then, and conclude that the notebook, m7, is part of Otto’s cognitive system for seman-
tic information retrieval? Rupert thinks that we need not, for if we follow his strategy, we
will end up finding that m7 is not included in the final set of integrated mechanisms, MT,
constituting the cognitive system for retrieving semantic information. Despite the fact
that now Otto uses the notebook to store semantic facts, the history of co-contribution of
brain regions plus notebook does not meet the probability cut off necessary to be included
in MT. When Otto heard the news about the new exhibit, he merely used the notebook, m7,
as an ancillary external resource and in no way should it be considered part of the integrated
system supporting semantic retrieval.

Unsurprisingly, partisans of the extended cognition hypothesis have recently offered
counter-arguments against Rupert’s attack (Wilson and Foglia 2017). However, I am not
interested in engaging in this dialectic. Instead, my interest lies in assessing whether or
not integration is a good criterion to determine which mechanisms, causally involved in
bringing about a certain task, constitute the cognitive system responsible for bringing
about such task. To anticipate: my assessment is negative; integration turns out not to be
a good criterion for marking off sets of mechanisms that constitute cognitive systems
from those that do not. And the reason, I suggest, is straightforward: integration has a
hard time accommodating diachronic dynamicity, that is, changes in co-contribution of
mechanisms for a particular task over time.

3. Maude and the dripping faucet

I plan to initially motivate this claim by way of a thought-experiment, still in the spirit of the
extended cognition hypothesis. Meet Maude, a 5-year-old girl who absolutely loves mental
arithmetic – specially multiplication. Suppose we want to find out which of the mechan-
isms engaged during Maude’s arithmetical operation of multiplication are integrated so
as to constitute the cognitive system responsible for such cognitive task. Now consider
also this interesting fact: every time Maude mentally multiplies digits, she taps her index
finger against a surface, like a table or a book. Moreover, she cannot mentally multiply
unless she’s tapping her finger. She’s done it since she first started multiplying, just a
few months ago. Now, for simplicity’s sake, let’s suppose that we compile a list of those
mechanisms that more frequently have co-contributed to bringing about Maude’s mental
operation of multiplication, as in (1), and end up with a set of six mechanisms, {m1, m2,
m3, m4, m5, m6}. Next, suppose we assign and rank-order the appropriate probabilities
for each mn, as in (2), and end up with the candidate set MT ¼ {m1, m2, m6}. Since, say,
P(T | MT) ¼ .65 is above the appropriate stipulated cut off, then we conclude that, given
the frequency of co-contribution of mechanisms m1, m2 and m6 in bringing about the
task of mental multiplication, T, the set of integrated mechanisms engaged in bringing
about T, MT, constitutes Maude’s cognitive system for T – a cognitive system that, as it
happens, includes her index finger as an integral part.

Calamity strikes, though, and Maude suffers a severe accident that forces her to wear a
cast over her upper body, effectively immobilizing her hands – and thus her fingers – for
over a year. To top it off, poor Maude has to spend that year in the hospital. Maude is sad-
dened by this fact because she won’t get to tap her finger, and thus would not be able to do
mental multiplication. Thankfully, though, soon she realizes that there is a dripping faucet
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in the sink of her hospital room, and that the sound of the dripping drops perfectly coincides
with the tapping of her index finger for the purposes of mental multiplication. So she starts
employing the dripping faucet in lieu of her index finger to mentally multiply digits. Her
days of mathematically deprived medical confinement are finally over.

By the end of her hospital days, Maude has spent much more time mentally multiplying
with the dripping faucet than with her index finger. Indeed, were we to list again all the
mechanisms that ever contributed to Maude’s mental multiplication, assign to each one a
frequency-based probability of co-contribution given every other mechanism in the
initial set, rank-order the resultant probabilities, and find a natural cut off to “throw out
all the mechanisms that fall below that gap” (Klein 2010, 254), we would end up with
an integrated set, MT∗, that would not include m6 as before the accident, but that instead
would include m7, the dripping faucet. Indeed, suppose that by now P(T | MT) ¼ .41,
where MT ¼ {m1, m2, m6}, whereas P(T | MT∗) ¼ .78, were MT∗ ¼ {m1, m2, m7}, which
is not only higher than the former, but also higher than the cut off of.5, and then the prob-
ability of T given MT prior to Maude’s accident. Does this mean, then, that the dripping
faucet is part of Maude’s cognitive system for mental multiplication?

Suppose we say “yes” and agree that the dripping faucet is an integral part of Maude’s
cognitive system for mental multiplication. This answer, however, leads to a counterintui-
tive prediction: once Maude’s hand heals, and she leaves the hospital room – and, thereby,
the dripping faucet – she should not be able to mentally multiply. After all, she would be
missing an integral component of the cognitive system that allows her to perform such a
mental operation. But, presumably, this prediction is incorrect, for we should not expect
her to have any trouble at all performing mental multiplications, as her index finger is
now healed. Yet, her index finger – m6 – is no longer part of the integrated set of mech-
anisms that, due to their frequency of co-occurrence, is supposed to form Maude’s cognitive
system for mental multiplication.

Alternatively we may answer “no”, and reject the claim that the dripping faucet is part
of Maude’s cognitive system for mental multiplication. But on which basis should we
support this alternative? After all, it was Rupert’s notion of integration that got us into
this situation to begin with. One possibility is to deny that the dripping faucet is part of
Maude’s cognitive system because, actually, Maude’s finger was never part of her cognitive
system for mental multiplication. This strategy may help, but is problematic: after all,
Maude was never able to perform mental multiplications without the tapping of her
finger. Since up to the point in which she entered the hospital she was able to perform
mental multiplication, and her finger was a necessary component of the causal explanation
of this cognitive ability, failing to consider the finger as part of the cognitive system under-
lying Maude’s arithmetical operation will harm rather than help Rupert’s view.

Another possibility is to claim that neither the dripping faucet nor the tapping finger
were ever part of Maude’s cognitive system for mental multiplication. Instead, what
should be included is some component that both the index finger and the dripping faucet
share. But what might this mutual component be? We could, for instance, identify that
the particular rhythm and frequency of the tapping of Maude’s index finger and the
drops of the dripping faucet affect the hair cells in Maude’s cochlea in the exact same
way, suggesting that it is the organ of Corti – or maybe the whole inner ear – that
should be included in the set of integrated mechanisms that constitute Maude’s cognitive
system for mental multiplication, rather than her index finger or the dripping faucet. Unfor-
tunately, this strategy seems to be motivated by the agent-relative, cranium-centric top-
down approach Rupert’s notion was supposed to be an alternative to, for it suggests that
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even if something outside of our brain appears to be integrated, it shouldn’t really be
included because, well, it isn’t part of the agent, the brain, or the organism.

Partisans of the extended cognition hypothesis may want to continue with the exercise
of finding something common to the dripping faucet and the tapping finger outside of
Maude’s cranium – air vibrations, perhaps? – and we would surely end up in a discussion
about the precise way to demarcate the boundaries of a cognitive system, a challenge that
Weiskopf aptly calls “the Goldilocks problem” (Weiskopf 2010). However, my intention in
what follows is not to offer a solution to the Goldilocks problem, but rather to highlight a
feature of the logical structure of my thought-experiment: the fact that Rupert’s notion of
integration has a hard time accommodating changes over time in the frequency of co-con-
tribution of mechanisms that, allegedly, should be considered integral parts of cognitive
systems for particular tasks. And this, I will argue, is worrisome because such dynamic
changes, far from being proprietary of fanciful thought-experiments, may actually be the
norm for our aging brains.

4. HAROLD, PASA, and the changing brain

Brains change over time. Many of those changes are now well documented. For instance,
there is a substantial evidence demonstrating that, as we age, our brains undergo significant
volumetric reduction on a number of structures, particularly the caudate, cerebellum, hip-
pocampus and prefrontal cortex (Raz 2005), as well as considerable thinning of the cortical
mantle (Salat et al. 2004). Aging also affects white matter integrity. For example, relative to
younger adults, older adults show marked increases in white matter hyperintensities
(WMHs) – abnormal signals from structural MRI scans associated with myelin degra-
dation, microvascular disease and fiber loss, among other causes – particularly in prefrontal
regions (Wen and Sachdev 2004). Convergent results have been reported using diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI), an imaging technique that capitalizes on neural tracts’ anisotropy:
a structural feature of fibers that makes water molecules move along, rather than across,
the axis of the fiber. Myelin degradation reduces anisotropy in neural fibers, which in
turn decreases the speed and probability of water molecule diffusion. Using fractional ani-
sotropy to quantify these reductions a number of researchers have demonstrated loss of
white matter integrity as a function of age, particularly in the prefrontal cortex (Madden
et al. 2004, 2007; Davis et al. 2009). Finally, extant evidence also suggests significant
age-based changes in the dopaminergic circuit, including loss of dopaminergic receptors,
and reduction in receptor density and transporter availability, both in the striatum and con-
nected regions in the prefrontal cortex (Volkow et al. 2000; for recent reviews, Park and
Reuter-Lorenz 2009; Cabeza and Dennis 2013; Grady 2012).

Critically, many of these changes seem to be correlated with reductions in performance
in a number of cognitive tasks. For instance, using voxel-based morphometry and stereol-
ogy to measure gray matter density, Gong and collaborators (2005) reported a significant
correlation between reduction in gray matter volume in prefrontal cortex and lower
scores in measures of fluid intelligence as a function of age. Likewise, Gunning-Dixon
and Raz (2003) reported significant correlations between increments of WMHs and
errors in the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST), a neuropsychological test geared
toward measuring executive function. Comparable correlations have been reported for
changes in the dopaminergic circuit. For instance, Volkow and colleagues (1998) report
a significant negative correlation between availability of D2 dopamine receptors and
errors in the WCST and the Stroop task in a large sample of participants from 24 to 86
years of age. Moreover, Backman and colleagues (2000) reported that a large portion of
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age-related variance in processing speed and episodic memory deficits in older adults is
accounted for by availability of dopamine receptor bindings. And this is only the tip of
the iceberg. As I write these lines, more and more findings are reported about the way in
which structural and functional changes in the brain affect cognitive performance
(Cabeza, Nyberg, and Park 2017).

In general, brain changes that are correlated with differences in task performance are
experimentally identified in one of two ways: via between-group cross-sectional studies
comparing two different cohorts – one of younger, and one of older adults – or via
within-group longitudinal studies comparing the same cohort at two different times.
Either way, both kinds of studies employ as dependent variables some kind of neurobiolo-
gical measure (e.g., WMHs for DTI, or volumetric reduction of brain tissue for stereology
and voxel-based morphometry) as well as task performance, in an attempt to find not only a
significant effect given the independent variable – age-group, for cross-sectional studies, or
age, for the longitudinal ones – but also a significant correlation between task performance
and one or more neurobiological measures. However, with the advent of neuroimaging and
other non-invasive techniques, we can now afford to look at age-based brain changes in the
absence of task performance differences. By employing as dependent variables brain-based
changes – such as variations in blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal, as
measured by fMRI, or metabolic activity indexed by regional glucose uptake, as measured
by Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scans – researchers can now explore age-depen-
dent changes in the engagement of different brain regions as a function of age even if there
is no correlated change in task performance. And it is the results of this line of research that,
I believe, strongly suggest a parallel between the Maude thought-experiment and the reality
of our aging brains.

Specifically, I have in mind two striking, well-supported and consistent results from the
cognitive neuroscience of aging. The first finding is the observation that tasks that tend to
recruit hemispherically localized regions of the prefrontal cortex in younger adults show a
reduction in hemispheric asymmetry in older adults. Thus, if a particular task, e.g. semantic-
recall, recruits mostly right regions in the prefrontal cortex in young adults, the same task
would recruit the same regions but bilaterally in older adults, despite the fact that there is no
difference in task performance (Cabeza et al. 1997). This pattern of age-based change in
brain activity has been dubbed the “Hemispheric Asymmetry Reduction in Older
Adults” or HAROLD, and it was initially documented for both fMRI and PET studies invol-
ving perceptual, working and episodic memory tasks (Cabeza 2002). More recently,
however, this pattern of asymmetric reduction in brain activity has been documented on
a large number of other tasks, including decision-making (Lee et al. 2011), semantic pro-
cessing (Wierenga et al. 2008), inhibitory control (Nielson, Langenecker, and Garavan
2002), language (Persson et al. 2007; Tyler et al. 2010), and conceptual priming (Bergerbest
et al. 2009), among others (for a review, see Cabeza and Dennis 2012).

The second finding is known as the “Posterior-Anterior Shift with Aging” or PASA.
Initially observed by Grady and collaborators (1994) during a perceptual task, PASA
refers to the phenomenon that older adults tend to increase activity in anterior regions
while decreasing activity in posterior regions relative to younger adults. Importantly, in
their study, Grady et al. (1994) found no differences in perceptual accuracy between
younger and older adults, even though they did find a difference in posterior versus anterior
recruitment between groups. Soon after, Madden and collaborators (1997) corroborated this
age-based pattern of shifting activation with a different cohort and a different perceptual
task, also matched for performance. Ever since, PASA has been identified in a large
number of tasks, including visual perception (Davis et al. 2008), attention (Solbakk et al.
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2008), working memory (Cabeza et al. 2004), problem solving (Nagahama et al. 1997), and
episodic memory encoding (Gutchess et al. 2005; Dennis, Daselaar, and Cabeza 2007) and
retrieval (Cabeza et al. 2000; Davis et al. 2008). These studies – among others (Cabeza and
Dennis 2012; Grady 2012) – consistently find that older adults show increased anterior
activity, particularly in the prefrontal cortex, and decreased posterior activity, mainly in
the occipital cortex, relative to younger adults when performing the same task at compar-
able levels.

Why HAROLD and PASA occur is, unsurprisingly, still a matter of debate. An early
interpretation of these findings framed them in terms of compensatory mechanisms. Specifi-
cally, it was suggested that these age-based shifts in brain activation are a biological strategy
to recruit extra-neural resources to keep cognitive and behavioral performance unaltered
(Cabeza et al. 2002). However, a number of subsequent findings showed that, for certain
tasks, such shifts were still present although they did not seem to yield advantages in per-
formance (Zarahn et al. 2007). As a result, recent accounts propose somewhat more
nuanced explanations of both HAROLD and PASA. It has been suggested, for instance,
that these compensatory patterns may depend on the cognitive demands of the task,
since perceptual processing tends to be easier for younger than older adults. A compatible
account makes use of the notion of “de-differentiation”, which refers to the fact that certain
cortical areas appear to become less selective to stimuli over time (Logan et al. 2002). Both
the asymmetric reduction and the posterior-anterior shift may just be the brain’s strategy to
compensate for such gradual reduction in selectivity. But regardless of what the actual
explanation is, for the present purposes what matters is not why such age-based shifts in
brain activity occur, but simply that they do happen. And it matters, I argue, because
these natural age-based dynamic changes in the mechanisms involved in bringing about
a certain task, invite us to question the notion of integration as a good criterion for individ-
uating cognitive systems, and for reasons similar to those uncovered by the thought-exper-
iment of Maude and the dripping faucet.

To elaborate, let us assume a simpler model of the findings just reviewed in the context
of Rupert’s strategy for integration, as discussed above (Sections 2 and 3). Consider
Harold – an experimental subject in an idealized longitudinal neuroimaging study compris-
ing two phases. Phase one occurs when Harold is in his late 20s. During this phase, Harold
is asked to perform a particular task, T, every two months, for five years, while undergoing
fMRI and PET scanning. The purpose of this phase is to identify the mechanisms most fre-
quently engaged by Harold during the performance of task T. The results of every scanning
session can be seen as giving us a list of brain regions likely engaged during the perform-
ance of T, and the list could presumably be arranged in the same manner as (1), above. We
can next statistically compare the activation maps across all the studies listed in (1) and
come up with a probability distribution for each region of activation given any other acti-
vation, very much in the spirit of (2), above. And suppose, finally, that we rank-order all
such probabilities and come up with a rather conservative threshold to calculate the prob-
ability of any such regions to be jointly active in bringing about T – which may give us a
set, MT, of (let’s say) four different brain regions {m1, m2, m3, m4} (Figure 1). Following
Rupert’s strategy for integration, then, MT would be the set of integrated mechanisms con-
stituting the cognitive system that brings about T.3

Time passes and Harold begins the second phase of the experiment. This second phase
is just like the first phase except that it occurs when Harold is in his 60s. Again, Harold is
asked to perform T, with the same frequency, and under the same scanning circumstances.
The resultant neuroimaging data is listed, rank-ordered and statistically thresholded in the
exact same way as during phase one. Behaviorally, there are no differences in Harold’s
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performance of T between phases 1 and 2. However, the neuroimaging data now conforms
to the findings of HAROLD and PASA and the final set of engaged brain mechanisms, MT∗,
looks somewhat different than MT, as it now includes brain structures {m1, m3, m4, m5}
(Figure 1). But, then, which set of integrated mechanisms constitutes the cognitive
system responsible for bringing about T in Harold – MT∗ or MT?

Notice that Harold and Maude’s situations are structurally similar. In both cases we gen-
erate a set of integrated mechanisms over two distinct temporal windows – pre-accident
versus post-accident in Maude’s case; younger versus older in Harold’s – while controlling
for differences in task performance. Moreover, in both cases the generated sets in the first
and second temporal windows include some overlapping but also some unique com-
ponents. Yet, we don’t seem to have a principled reason to prefer the sets generated on
either of the temporal windows as constituting the cognitive system for the relevant task.
How shall we proceed, then? Before offering an alternative strategy, let’s first explore
three possible objections to Harold’s case.

First, one may say that the actual cognitive system in Harold is the intersection of MT

and MT∗, so neither m2 nor m5 are part of the cognitive system for T. But then the same reply
used for Maude’s case is available here. By hypothesis, the pre-accident Maude’s index
finger was part of her cognitive system for multiplication. Ditto for Harold. As revealed
by the results of Phase 1, m2 is part of the cognitive system for T. And, presumably, just
as pre-accident Maude wouldn’t have been able to multiply without her index finger,
young Harold wouldn’t have been able to T without m2.4

Second, it may be objected that since Harold used MT up until he was 60, then the
mechanisms in MT are de facto more frequently co-active than those of MT∗. Thus, the
cognitive system for T must be MT, not MT∗. There are at least two possible replies.
First, this objection makes being part of a cognitive system dependent on the contingent
fact that humans tend to live for less than a century. But what if Harold gets to live to be
130? Now MT∗ would have been more frequently used than MT. It just doesn’t seem
appropriate to adjudicate matters of metaphysics of cognition on the basis of shifting
life expectancies. Second, even if we don’t bank on Harold’s longevity, he may still
use MT∗ more frequently than MT. After all, brains do not only change when we are
old: they also change dramatically when we are young. So far, I’ve avoided talking

Figure 1. MT (Phase 1) and MT∗ (Phase 2) in Harold’s imagined longitudinal study.
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about brain changes during childhood and adolescence, mainly because we know less
about brain activity shifts during early development than during aging. However, extant
evidence in the cognitive neuroscience of brain development also suggests that a
number of brain structures engaged during specific tasks vary as a function of both
increased maturity and learning (Goddings and Giedd 2014). Given the possibility that
MT may actually be the set of integrated mechanisms of Harold’s mature brain, and
that up until his early 20s the set of neural structures engaged during T looked signifi-
cantly different, it may well be that, on average, Harold actually uses MT less frequently
that both pre-MT mechanisms and MT∗ during his lifespan.

Finally, a third objection is to say that the task young Harold was doing is different from
old Harold’s task. As such, there is no problem in talking about two different systems as
they are really bringing about two different tasks. The problem with this objection is that
it relativizes precisely the one parameter we kept constant: the task. What would be the
motivation to claim that what appears to be exactly the same task at two different times
are actually two different tasks? One possibility, sometimes employed in the aging litera-
ture, is to suggest that even though both young and old adults reach similar levels of per-
formance, they do so by deploying different cognitive strategies. Under this view, tasks are
determined by a combination of behavioral performance and cognitive strategies. This
response might work for certain tasks, specifically for those for which we have independent
evidence – for example, introspective reports, reaction times, behavioral responses – to the
effect that older adults are, in fact, deploying a different strategy. Unfortunately, often times
researchers have no more reason to postulate the deployment of different strategies than a
recorded difference in brain activity between younger and older participants. Without
further evidence, attributing a difference in brain activity between the two groups to an
alleged difference in cognitive strategy is unwarranted. Moreover, often times brain differ-
ences between younger and older adults are found for tasks for which it makes little sense to
talk about distinct cognitive strategies, such as Stroop (Zurrón et al. 2014) or Rapid Serial
Visual Presentation tasks (Quigley, Andersen, and Müller 2012). Are there really different
strategies for completing these fast and automatic tasks? I doubt it. Finally, even if we admit
that, for whatever reason, young and old Harold are performing different tasks, then we may
face the opposite problem: we may end up proliferating tasks beyond necessity. Suppose we
collected neuroimaging data on Harold through his whole life, and we analyze it at four
different age-windows: teens, twenties, forties, and sixties. It turns out, each temporal
window produces somewhat overlapping but distinct integrated systems: MT+, MT, MT’,
and MT∗. Shall we say that each of these sets brings about a different task, despite the
fact that T does not change across Harold’s lifespan, and despite the fact that it yields the
same behavioral performance across all four time windows? Conditionalizing tasks to inte-
grated systems seems to get the order of explanation backwards.

Let’s take stock. In Section 2 I formally reconstructed Rupert’s notion of integration. In
Section 3, I offered a thought-experiment to motivate the claim that Rupert’s notion of inte-
gration fails to capture what I called diachronic dynamicity: changes in co-contribution of
causal mechanisms for a particular task over time. Then, in Section 4, I argued that the
structure of the thought-experiment mirrors what may actually occur with our aging
brains. As we age, a number of neural mechanisms exhibit diachronic dynamicity
without concomitant changes in task performance – that is, they also exhibit task or func-
tional stability. Can we find an alternative way to understand integration and, thus, to under-
write the identification of cognitive systems, such that we can have both diachronic
dynamicity and functional stability? I suggest one approach next.
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5. Toward an account of dynamic cognitive systems

The foregoing discussion suggests at least two modifications to improve upon Rupert’s inte-
gration strategy to identify cognitive systems. First, we need to be able to parametrize time
independently of frequency of engagement. Second, we need a way to identify the same
cognitive system across subjects – both diachronically and synchronically – rather than
solely in a single individual. There may be several strategies to achieve these goals.
Here, I briefly describe what I take to be a promising approach to understanding cognitive
systems in a way that allows us to accommodate their diachronic dynamicity while retaining
functional stability. Since this proposal builds heavily on recent topological formalisms
from cognitive network neuroscience, it may be helpful to review some basic concepts.

Brains can be seen as hierarchical networks of basic elements, or nodes, and their pair-
wise connections, or edges. Being hierarchical, nodes can be identified at the micro-level of
individual neurons, the meso-level of individual voxels, or the macro-level of brain regions.
Cognitive network neuroscience deals with networks at the meso- and macro-levels, lever-
aging data from different neuroimaging techniques, such as fMRI, DTI, EEG, MEG, etc
(Bullmore and Sporns 2009). Defining both nodes and edges depends on the type of data
and the research question. For MRI-based networks, nodes are typically either single-
voxels or multiple-voxels anatomically (Achard et al. 2006) or functionally (Power et al.
2011) defined (see Stanley et al. 2013, for a critical discussion). In turn, edges can be struc-
tural – as measured by white matter connections between brain regions – or functional – as
measured by statistical relationships between brain regions, e.g., correlation, coherence or
phase synchrony (Muldoon and Bassett 2016). To explore their properties, researchers
model brain networks as graphs and employ topological statistics (Bullmore and Sporns
2009; Newman 2010; Rubinov and Sporns 2010) to draw inferences. Some of these stat-
istics measure the extent to which a given node is interconnected with other nodes
during a given state. The Clustering coefficient, for instance, quantifies the number of tri-
plets a node has relative to all possible triplets it could have (Bullmore and Sporns 2009).
Local efficiency quantifies how connected the neighbors of a node are among themselves.
Finally, modularity identifies subsets of nodes that are more densely interconnected among
themselves than they are to the rest of the network (Newman 2010; Stanley and De Brigard
2016).

Although to date most analyses of neuroimaging data in terms of networks have been
conducted on resting state data, there has recently been a move to analyze task-dependent
data as well. This approach has yielded a number of interesting findings, many of which are
relevant for identifying the neural underpinnings of cognitive systems. For instance, studies
with motor tasks revealed that nodes in the primary motor cortex exhibit great degrees of
connectedness and high clustering coefficients. However, when the motor task is only
prepared but not executed, clustering is higher in the premotor cortex. Likewise, it has
been shown that changes in clustering and modularity predict differences in performance
on working memory tasks as a function of cognitive load. When cognitive load is low,
nodes in the default mode network become more densely and consistently interconnected,
whereas this occurs for regions in the dorsolateral prefrontal and posterior parietal cortices
when cognitive load is high (Stanley et al. 2014). These, and similar task-specific analyses,
are slowly converging on the observation that certain tasks, geared to index specific cogni-
tive operations (e.g., attention, working memory, language comprehension, etc.), tend to
have identifiable functional topological properties wherein subsets of nodes that are
involved in the task become densely and consistently interconnected amongst each other
(Medaglia, Lynall, and Bassett 2015).
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However, these studies characterize functional brain networks underlying particular
cognitive tasks during a very short window of time (e.g., 8 minutes), and thus cannot
describe the temporal dimension we require to capture our cognitive system’s diachronic
dynamicity. Fortunately, there are at least two recent developments in network neuroscience
that could potentially help us to capture change through long temporal windows while
keeping functional stability. One strategy is to make use of recently developed algorithms,
such as scale inclusivity (Steen et al. 2011), which allows to quantify the extent to which
community structures vary across networks, both cross-sectionally and longitudinally, by
evaluating how consistently each individual node is classified in the same community
across networks. To see how this may work, consider again our idealized longitudinal
study with Harold. The first step would involve modeling data at different consecutive
time-points, t1, t2, . . . tn, as adjacency matrices that can then be rendered into a topological
space as functional networks, whereby community structures can be found at each time-
point. One could, for instance, employ Newman and Girvan (2004) Q metric of modularity
to find such community structures. The next step consists in evaluating the consistency of
the modules between networks at two different times, say, t1 and t2. Statistical analyses
could reveal the degree of correlation across modules between these two networks.
Finally, this step could be iterated n-times to cover all temporal comparisons. After correct-
ing for multiple comparisons, we would end up with a functional network whereby each
node represents a probability of being included in the same module every time Harold
did T during his life. Moreover, the same process can be conducted across subjects, to ident-
ify consistent modules not only within- but also between-individuals through time.
Although, to the best of my knowledge, this approach hasn’t been employed to explore
longitudinal data, a number of researchers have used it to look at network evolution at
different task-stages (Moussa et al. 2011; Meunier et al. 2014; Stanley et al. 2014).
Looking at developmental and aging data from longitudinal samples would be a promising
future direction.

The second, compatible approach comes from recent developments in multilayer net-
works, where a different strategy to parametrize time has been developed. In essence,
this strategy allows researchers to quantify changes in clustering and modularity between
networks at different time-points by building “temporal networks”. To do so, they first
create static networks at different points in time, just as in the aforementioned approach.
However, instead of looking at specific nodes within similar partitions of the network,
they take a more holistic view whereby they find clusters or network communities that
are similarly active across networks across time. The resultant adjacency matrix is in
essence a probability matrix that treats each element as the probability that any two
nodes are assigned to the same network community across all subjects and across all
times. If this dynamic clustering yields a modular architecture, such modules are named
module allegiances. To date, only a handful of studies have made use of multilayer
dynamic networks to analyze neuroimaging data across different time-points. The best dem-
onstration I know of was reported by Bassett and collaborators (2015). In this study, Bassett
et al. (2015) looked at the evolution of neural networks engaged during learning a simple
sequence-production task. There were two time windows they were interested in: the tem-
poral dynamics of the networks during the training session, and the changes in the network
from novice to expert. Their results revealed one network community with two strong
modular alliances across both time windows: one comprising regions in the primary and
secondary sensorimotor areas, and another comprising the primary visual cortex.

Although Bassett and colleagues (2015) were interested in finding modular allegiances
as a function of a change in behavior (i.e., learning), we can build upon this idea by keeping
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task performance fixed. If so, the suggestion I would like to put forth is that cognitive
systems in the brain can be identified with modular allegiances revealed either by scale
inclusivity or by temporal-dynamic network analyses on neural data. This strategy has
the advantage of allowing us to see cognitive systems as integrated sets of mechanisms
whereby integration is not defined by frequency of use, but rather by degrees of connected-
ness and clustering between groups of nodes forming modules across time. Thus, from this
perspective, the answer as to whether regions m2 and m5 are or not part of Harold’s cogni-
tive system is going to depend on whether or not such nodes end up being part of the
modular alliance that underlies T. Moreover, we may actually find out that the cognitive
system Harold deploys to perform T actually includes both m2 and m5, even if their
degrees of connectedness to the rest of the network vary as a function of time. Finally,
this approach could also help us in the quest to meet the demarcation challenge, as it
could provide useful and quantifiable criteria to delimit which nodes are or are not part
of the modular alliance associated with a particular task across time.

6. Conclusion: implications for cognitive ontologies

In the current paper I critically evaluated Rupert’s notion of integration to identify cognitive
systems in the brain. I did so by noting that a notion of integration that relies so heavily on
frequency of use may fail to capture a natural property of brains: they change over time, and
so does the causal engagement of neural regions during specific tasks even when there is no
difference in performance. Brains are diachronically dynamic but functionally stable.
Additionally, I suggested a couple of strategies from cognitive network neuroscience to
possibly preserve Rupert’s important insight regarding the need of integration, but
without making it dependent exclusively on frequency. Now I want to conclude by
linking this discussion to the overall project of understanding the brain’s cognitive
ontology.

I began this paper by contrasting two ways of thinking about cognitive systems: a “top-
down” and a “bottom-up” approach. Both approaches mirror our strategies to successfully
map brain structures to cognitive processes. On the top-down approach, one starts with a
taxonomy of cognitive processes and goes down to the brain to see what fits what. Conver-
sely, the bottom-up approach begins with neural data and tries to find structure within them,
usually by employing some kind of dimensionality reduction analyses (i.e., ICA, factor
analysis, hierarchical clustering, etc.). Unfortunately, both approaches face difficulties.
On the one hand, the first approach risks being too chauvinistic, as it forces brain categories
to fit our psychological taxonomies, which not only vary as the discipline evolves (Poldrack
2010; Anderson 2015) but are also unlikely to have made it into our vernacular to help us
carve the brain’s nature at its joints (De Brigard 2006, 2015). On the other hand, the second
approach risks being too liberal, not only because different dimensionality reduction ana-
lyses can yield different solutions (Van deer Maaten et al. 2009), but also because one
may end up reifying over mathematical constructs (i.e., common factors, latent variables,
etc.) that in reality may not correspond to actual individual brain processes (McCaffrey
and Machery 2016).

The solution probably lies somewhere in the middle. First we may have to reach an
agreement as to which tasks index which cognitive processes, and then use data driven stat-
istical analyses to identify structures that would allow us to map tasks to regions. This
process would likely be cyclical, and both sides should inform one another. Nevertheless,
as I have tried to argue in the current paper, no mapping from brain to mind – from neurons
to cognition – would be complete without taking into account the fact that brains change
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through time. The mechanisms supporting our cognitive operations are dynamic, and this
fact may not easily be captured by a cognitive ontology that only looks at static neural data.
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Notes
1. Since, presumably, most cognitive tasks would have engaged many mn at some point or another,

actual chance is probably way below .5.
2. Notice that there is a complicated issue here having to do with how are we to individuate cognitive

tasks. I am assuming that remembering the address of the MoMA is an instance of the larger cog-
nitive task of retrieving semantic information. As such, the cognitive system that supports Inga’s
retrieval of the MoMA’s address would be the cognitive system that supports retrieval of semantic
information, maybe even the cognitive system for semantic memory, rather than a cognitive system
for remembering addresses or museum locations. However, as we will see, this turns out to be a
huge assumption, likely not determinable in the bottom-up way of Rupert’s proposal.

3. Here I am over-simplifying, of course, by equating brain region to brain mechanism. At best, a
region is a proxy for a mechanism, but not identical to it. However, for the sake of the argument,
I am going to overlook the important yet difficult issue of what is the precise relationship between a
brain region and a brain mechanism.

4. I’m not implying that fMRI studies alone can tell us which brain regions or mechanisms are
necessary for bringing about a certain task. To infer necessity we need much more than neuroima-
ging; we probably would need experiments involving neuro-interventions, neurospsychological
testing, neural and behavioral dissociations, etc. But, as mentioned before (endnote 3), for the
sake of the argument I am using these hypothetical BOLD signal changes as idealized measures
of a mechanism’s engagement during a task.
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